
B  bead, bean, bed, bib, boat
C  cake, cape, cube
D  dog, doll, duck
F  fan, fire, fox
H  hand, hat, hill
L  lamp, leg, log
M  moon, moose, mop
N  nest, net, nut
P  pig, pin, pool
R  rain, robe, rope
S  seal, sock, suit, sun
T  tiger, tire, top, tube

Short A   fan, hand, hat, lamp
Short E  bed, leg, nest, net, 
Short I  bib, hill, pig, pin
Short O  dog, doll, fox, log, mop, 

sock, top
Short U  duck, nut, sun
Long A  cake, cape, rain
Long E  bead, bean, seal
Long I  fire, tiger, tire
Long O  boat, robe, rope
Long U/OO  cube, moon, moose, 
                pool, suit, tube,

B  bib, cube, robe, tube
D  bead, bed, hand
G  dog, leg, log, pig
K  cake, duck, sock
L  doll, hill, pool, seal
N  bean, fan, moon, pin, rain, sun
P  cape, lamp, mop, rope, top
R  fire, tiger, tire
T  boat, hat, nest, net, nut, suit
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       1.  Separate the two kinds of tiles: puzzle-shaped 
let ter-sound tiles and rectangular pic ture tiles.
Then select pieces from both of these groups to 
create a smaller set that matches the child’s 
skill level.
For example: For beginners, select just a few 
beginning letter sounds (green puzzle pieces) 
and their corresponding pictures. As skill 
increases, add more tiles and more colors 
to the set.

       2. Ask the child to place one of the let ter-sound
tiles on the play board with the matching color. 
Read the sentence created: 
For example read, “Find three pictures that start 
with the sound b.”

3. Ask the child to find three picture tiles of objects 
whose names feature the letter sound 
(according to the play board instructions). Ask 
the child to place them into the house windows.

4. When the board is complete, turn over all the 
cards to check the answers. Then tip out the 
pieces and begin again!

• Tailor the activity for any skill level: 
  For beginners: A parent or caregiver should sort 
the tiles first, pre-selecting just a few beginning

     letter tiles with simple, hard sounds (such as b, d, 
p, and t). Then gather the corresponding picture 
tiles and play board, and remove all other play 
pieces from view. 
As the child’s skill improves: Add to the 

     challenge by adding to the number of tiles.
Advanced players  may want to play with all of
the tiles, or use multiple play boards at once.

• A picture tile may be used on all three boards 
(for its beginning, middle, and ending sounds). 

     When a picture board is completed, empty its 
contents so that the picture cards are available 
to use again. 

• Some of the letter-sound sets contain more than 
three possible answers. Encourage the child to

     find as many matches as possible—even if the 
     cards don’t all fit on the board! (See the other 
     side of this sheet for complete word lists.) 

Quick Tips for Teaching 
Letter Sounds

• Beginning and ending sounds are easiest to 
learn. To progress from easiest to hardest, work 
in this order: 

Beginning Sounds 
                   Ending Sounds 
                           Middle Sounds (short vowels) 
                        Middle Sounds (long vowels)

• At first, limit the selection of picture cards (by pre-
selecting a set) to help build focus and confidence.

• Focus on letters that are meaningful for the child, 
such as his or her initials.

• As new skills develop, add more cards to add to 
the challenge.

• Use the vowel tiles to discuss the different ways
     letters combine to make the same sound. 
     (Such as “cake” and “rain,” or “tube” and “moose.”)

• Mastered the basic game? Use the Extension 
Activities for new learning perspectives and 

    play ideas.

Extension Activities
• Focus on all parts of a single word by placing a

picture tile in all three play boards, one at a time. 
    With each move, find the correct letter sound and 
    fill out the set with additional picture cards. 

• Choose one of the letter-sound tiles, and ask the
child to find all the picture tiles that feature that 
letter anywhere in their names —beginning,
middle, or end. 

• When a set is complete, write the names of the items
shown and ask the child to circle the featured letter.

• When a set is complete, ask the child to write the 
featured letter on a piece of paper. Ask the child
to fill the page with drawings inspired by the letter.

• Use the puzzle-shaped letter-sound cards to 
build short words or word fragments. Allow the 
child to spell words phonetically, or build simple 
letter combinations and blends.

• Ask the child to gather picture tiles by theme—for
instance, “animals” or “things you’d see in a park.”

• Introduce Venn diagrams: Draw two overlapping
circles on a large piece of paper, and identify
different categories to go in each one. For instance, 
pictures with stripes might go in one circle; things 
to wear in another. The overlapping section would
hold items that are both striped and garments.

• Distribute three picture tiles to each child, and let 
the children take turns placing the tiles in any 

    order they choose to tell a story. Encourage each
storyteller to fill in as many details as possible to
create a story with a challenge and a solution.

• Ask each child to choose one letter-sound card. 
    Then ask the children to collect as many tiles as 

possible featuring the letter sounds anywhere 
in their names. Encourage the children to work 
together, making trades or playing a structured
game such as Go Fish. Challenge them to think 

    about every part of each word as they play.
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